
Sissy Rodriguez Initial Walkthrough

Hey everyone. My name is Sissy Rodriguez and this is my e-poetry walkthrough.

[0:08] Video editing software

So, overall I really enjoyed the e-poem assignment. Originally, I was a bit terrified, just considering that I have very minimal experience with technology and I just know the basic. My first step was definitely going through the Camtasia tutorials that we were assigned in class a couple times, just to get familiar with the various different options we had in regards to video, audio, transitions, fading-in and fading-out; there’s a lot to go through and I didn’t want to miss anything. So, first I actually began with a shorter poem. I found a one-stanza poem on winter, and I made a short little video and just used various snowflake clips and some monotone music. I got a feel for Camtasia and the program and the basics of how to work it. Then I used one of the poems that I found that I really liked about travel and wanderlust, because I felt like I could really tie-in some different, cool clips, and I really liked the words in the poem because I was able to fit them in. 

[1:06] Cloud clip plays in video software

As you can see, it talks about clouds, so I used a video with clouds. So, going throughout my poem, I think that the hardest part for me was just getting everything to flow together well. In the beginning, I wasn’t really familiar with all the options for transitions. I didn’t know that you could do the fading-in or fading-out, not only with the words but with the video for smoother transitions, so that ended being something that I didn’t figure out until later in my e-poetry project, but I made my way in there and I think that it turned out pretty nice, and I’m proud of what I was able to produce, but there’s always still room for improvement. So I began my poem with a nice video with some clouds, and this ended up being a pretty long clip. It was about thirty-five seconds, so I used the tools over here to actually speed it up. So, first I went through that and I added in some transitions with the word to fade-in and fade-out. And as you can see I made some minor errors here where I copied from YouTube and didn’t crop my screen well enough, so those were some ways that I could still improve my poem when I go back throughout the semester. 

[2:25] Overhead truck shot seen in movie-editing software

Then we have this nice fade-out transition, and then I found another clip from a movie that I really enjoyed that I thought that I thought went really well with the words here. As you can see it says, “Sunshine in the dirt, life in the rain, Yesterday stores away a far distant pain,” which I think the author was kind of talking about just getting away and finding himself. And this is also cut from one of my favorite movies that I also slowed down a lot, because this ended up being like a one-second part of the movie, so I slowed this down quite a bit. Yeah, I slowed it down over half of what it was, just to make, I think, a better effect, because in the beginning this poem only ended up being about forty-five seconds, and I knew I wanted to make it go to at least a minute, just for personal gain or a personal goal.

[3:20] Shot of water and sun-reflection in movie-editing software

So we have this nice transition into the part with the rain. So, I knew I wanted a clip with the rain, considering the words in the poem, and I slowed this clip down also you can see.

[3:38] Shots of trees in software
 
So we keep going, keep going, keep going, and this is probably my favorite part of the poem. I found a pretty cool video just about a timelapse in New York City, and it’s a pretty long clip, which ended up working in my favor, because I didn’t have to find as much video footage, as I was previously a little bit concerned with, considering the length of the poem, but the words actually worked pretty well with, like, the normal film of this poem. So it begins, I believe, in 

